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What Language Dependence Problem?

A Reply for Joyce to Fitelson on Joyce
Arthur Paul Pedersen and Clark Glymour*y
In an essay recently published in this journal, Branden Fitelson argues that a variant of
Miller’s argument for the language dependence of the accuracy of predictions can be ap-
plied to Joyce’s notion of accuracy of credences formulated in terms of scoring rules, re-
sulting in a general potential problem for Joyce’s argument for probabilism.We argue that
no relevant problem of the sort Fitelson supposes arises since his main theorem and his
supporting arguments presuppose the validity of nonlinear transformations of credence
functions that Joyce’s theory, charitably construed, would identify as invalid on the basis
of the principle of simple dominance.

1. Introduction. In a recent essay addressing Joyce’s proposed nonprag-
matic justification of probabilism, Branden Fitelson (2012) argues that a var-
iant of Miller’s argument for the language dependence of the accuracy of
predictions can be applied to Joyce’s notion of accuracy of credences formu-
lated in terms of scoring rules. Fitelson focuses on a particular scoring rule,
the Brier score, which falls under Joyce’s constraints on epistemic scoring
rules. After presenting an illustrative example, Fitelson states a theorem for
Brier scores that he believes to reveal a general potential problem of lan-
guage dependence for Joyce’s argument for probabilism. This article shows
that if Joyce’s argument has any potential problems, the one Fitelson raises is
not among them. We contend that Fitelson’s argument has not successfully
posed such a problem for Joyce, as both his illustrative example and his main
theorem presuppose the validity of transformations of credence functions
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that Joyce’s theory, charitably construed, would identify as invalid on the ba-
sis of the principle of simple dominance. As we shall see, with the validity of
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the transformations undermined, no relevant problem of language depen-
dence of the sort Fitelson supposes arises.

Since we intend for our article to be a direct response to Fitelson’s essay,
we advise the reader to consult Fitelson’s article (2012) and Joyce’s articles
(1998, 2009) for details we have left out. Although we also intended for our
article to be brief, and although we take our central point to be rather simple,
we found it necessary to construct a rigorous explication of Fitelson’s argu-
ment to avoid potential misunderstandings. Accordingly, the structure of this
article is as follows. In section 2 we reconstruct the illustrative example Fi-
telson uses to motivate the alleged potential problem of language depen-
dence, calling attention to some points that require clarification. To assist
with such clarification, in section 3 we turn to a review of the notion of co-
herence pertinent to Fitelson’s discussion of the Brier score, emphasizing ba-
sic assumptions of Joyce’s theory and in particular the principle of simple
dominance. In section 4 we state some basic facts regarding Fitelson’s exam-
ple in an effort to clarify the above mentioned points. Then, in section 5, we
recall Fitelson’s statement of his purported theorem, thereupon presenting a
charitable interpretation of what it says. We argue that his theorem and illus-
trative example do not reveal a relevant problem of language dependence for
Joyce’s proposal. Finally, in section 6, we conclude with some brief remarks.

2. Fitelson’s Illustrative Example. To set the stage, we begin with Fitel-
son’s example. His notation is somewhat confusing, and it is best to begin
by quoting him: “Now, following Joyce, we will associate the truth-value
True with the number 1 and the truth-value False with the number 0. Let
f be the numerical value associated with P’s truth-value, and let w be the nu-
merical value associated with :P’s truth-value (of course, f and w will vary
in the obvious ways across the two salient possible worlds: w1, in which P is
false, and w2, in which P is true)” (2012, 169). In other words, f and w are
functions from a setW of states, w1 and w2, in which P is assigned values in
f1; 0g, coding True and False, respectively, subject to the constraint that
w512f. Unfortunately, Fitelson does not clarify whether when he writes
‘f’ he means a functional quantity or a particular truth value, and indeed he
refers to f and w interchangeably as truth values and quantities. Personal
communication with Fitelson reveals that he intends for f and w to be under-
stood as real-valued functions on W.

Fitelson writes: “Suppose that S’s credence function (b) assigns the fol-
lowing values P and :P (i.e., b entails the following numerical ‘estimates’
of the quantities f and w; see table 2)” (see our table 1, which replicates Fi-
telson’s table 2 [2012, 170]). Clearly b is incoherent as defined for the quan-
titiesf andw, as can be seen from the fact that the values b “entails” forf and
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(using Fitelson’s terminology) do not sum to 1. As Fitelson remarks, ac
rding to Joyce’s theory there is a coherent b′ defined for the quantities f

TABLE 1. THE CREDENCE FUNCTION (B) OF OUR

SIMPLE INCOHERENT AGENT (S)

f w

b 1/2 1/4

Source.—Fitelson (2012, 170, table 2).
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and w that dominates b with respect to the Brier score (we clarify what this
means in secs. 3 and 4).

Fitelson then introduces two new functions defined on W (2012, 170):

a5
1

2
f 1

1

2
w 1

1

16

�f 1 w

f2w

�
; ð1Þ

b5
1

2
f 1

1

2
w2

1

16

�f 1 w

f2w

�
: ð2Þ

Note that aðw2Þ59=16512aðw1Þ and bðw1Þ59=16512bðw2Þ. These

are real-valued functions from W to f9=16; 7=16g whose values are deter-
mined uniquely in each world in W by the value of f and w for that world,
and a512b.

Fitelson assumes the “same” functions, b and b′, soa andb are “new” real-
valued functions on which b and b′ are defined. In fact, Fitelson produces an
entire table of values for b and b′ for all of f, w, a, bwithout explaining quite
what it means or how it was obtained. We have reproduced his table 3 as our
table 2. Summarizing, we understand Fitelson to have introduced four real-
valued functions a; b; f; w : W→R, by setting f :¼ 1fw2g and w :¼ 1fw1g
(where 1A is the indicator for event A) and defining a and b as given in equa-
tions (1) and (2). In addition, we understand Fitelson to have introduced two
functions b; b′ : X→R, where X :¼ fa; b; f; wg, as follows:

bðfÞ :¼ 1

2
bðwÞ :¼ 1

4

bðaÞ :¼ 9

16
bðbÞ :¼ 3

16
;

and

b′ðfÞ :¼ 5

8
b′ðwÞ :¼ 3

8

b′ðaÞ :¼ 3

4
b′ðbÞ :¼ 1

4
:
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We point out that Fitelson may wish for the reader to consider independently
b and b′ as defined on ff; wg, on the one hand, and b and b′ as defined on

TABLE 2. AN EXAMPLE OF THE LANGUAGE DEPENDENCE OF

JOYCEAN BRIER DOMINATION

f w a b

b 1/2 1/4 9/16 3/16
b′ 5/8 3/8 3/4 1/4
w1 0 1 7/16 9/16
w2 1 0 9/16 7/16

Source.—Fitelson (2012, 171, table 3).
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fa; bg, on the other (thereby considering the restrictions of the above func-
tions).Having said this,we claim that the present precise formulation, subject
to the latter proviso, is a charitable formulation of the mathematical objects
underlying Fitelson’s example. In any case, in personal communication, Fi-
telson has indicated that our reading is correct.

We shouldmention now that Fitelsonmay have already stepped outside of
Joyce’s argument for probabilism, for Fitelson is considering functionals b
and b′ defined for simple real-valued functions (i.e., real-valued functions
taking finitely many values), whereas Joyce restricts his attention to func-
tionals defined on propositions, or real-valued functions taking the values
0 and 1.Nonetheless, for the sake of addressingFitelson’s purported potential
problem, let us grant that Joyce can accommodate simple real-valued func-
tions in a more general argument for probabilism (i.e., for finitely additive
expectations), establishing that the Brier score satisfies suitably reformulated
constraints on scoring rules for functionals defined on simple real-valued
functions (or even, say, bounded real-valued functions). Indeed, we under-
stand Joyce to have such a larger goal in mind when discussing the special
case of 0–1-valued quantities. Thus, in Joyce’s framework, one can evaluate
the quality of a person’s estimates bðxÞ of various quantities x in terms of the
accuracy of the estimates with respect to their true values at each state. In-
deed, in personal communication, Joyce has indicated that this understand-
ing of his program is correct.

This point aside, it is easy to see how Fitelson has arrived at the values for
b and b′ for a and b, given the values of b and b′ for f and w. Indeed, treating
b as an operator preserving scalar multiplication, addition, and division, one
obtains the values in table 2. Thus, in effect, Fitelson presupposes that the
following equations hold:

bð f 1 ðf; wÞÞ5 f 1 ðbðfÞ; bðwÞÞ;
b′ð f 1 ðf; wÞÞ5 f 1 ðb′ðfÞ; b′ðwÞÞ;

and
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bð f 2 ðf; wÞÞ5 f 2 ðbðfÞ; bðwÞÞ;
′ 2 2 ′ ′
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b ð f ðf; wÞÞ5 f ðb ðfÞ; b ðwÞÞ;
where f 1ðx; yÞ51=2 ðx1 yÞ1 ð1=16Þ½ðx1 yÞ=ðx2 yÞ� and f 2 ðx; yÞ5
1=2 ðx1 yÞ2 ð1=16Þ½ðx1 yÞ=ðx2 yÞ�. Again, in personal communication,
Fitelson acknowledges that he presupposes the aforementioned equa-
tions. Thus, again, we claim that our exposition of Fitelson’s example is
charitable.

Now to the important bit: Fitelson claims that b′, a coherent function,Brier
dominates b “with respect tof andw.”He further claims that b, an incoherent
function, dominates the coherent function b′, using the Brier score, “with re-
spect to a and b.” Fitelson announces that these claims constitute an illustra-
tion of his main theorem (2012, 170), asserting that such a “reversal” reveals
a potential “Milleresque” problemof language dependence of the accuracy of
credences. However, the content of his claims is unclear. In particular, it is
unclear what we he means by the locutions beginning with “with respect to.”

3. Coherence and Simple Dominance. In this section we briefly review
two notions of coherence connected tofinitely additive probabilities andmore
generally finitely additive expectations. Doing so will help to clarify the con-
tent of Fitelson’s claims and some basic assumptions underlying Joyce’s ar-
gument, accordingly being a natural place to introduce the Brier score. In ad-
dition, it will help us to understand the statement of Fitelson’s theorem. It is
illuminating to first review the notion of coherence for betting odds due to de
Finetti.

Given a collection X of bounded real-valued functions, an agent posts
his fair prices Pð f Þ for each f ∈ X subject to the understanding that he is
ready to accept any finite combination of gambles of the form Gðc; f Þ5
cð f 2Pð f ÞÞ, where c∈R. The payoff to any finite combination of gambles
is given by the sum of the gambles. Thus, the value of Pð f Þ is the number
that leaves the agent indifferent as to whether c is positive, negative, or zero.
The notion of coherence due to de Finetti demands that no finite combination
of gambles leads to a sure loss.

Definition 1 (Coherence1). LetW be a set of states, let X ⊆ RW be a collection
of bounded real-valued functions, and let P : X→R be a real-valued func-
tion. We say that P is coherent1 if there are no f0; : : : ; fn2 1 ∈ X, c0; : : : ;
cn2 1 ∈ R, and ε > 0 such that for every w ∈W:

o
i < n

cið fiðwÞ2Pð fiÞÞ< 2 ε:

Otherwise, P is said to be incoherent1.
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Observe that when each real-valued function in X is simple, as in Fitel-
son’s and Joyce’s papers, then P is coherent1 just in case there are no
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f0; : : : ; fn2 1 ∈ X and c0; : : : ; cn2 1 ∈R such that for every w∈W:

o
i < n

cið fiðwÞ2Pð fiÞÞ< 0:

Also observe that X may be an arbitrary class of bounded real-valued func-
tions and in particular is not required to satisfy any measurability conditions
with respect to an underlying algebra or j-algebra.

As we have indicated, Fitelson’s discussion is couched in terms of the
Brier score. There is a well-known notion of coherence formulated in terms of
this score due to de Finetti and explored by Joyce. Let Lð f Þ5 ð f 2Pð f ÞÞ2
stand for the loss, or score, suffered by an agent who evaluates Pð f Þ as the
estimate of f. The loss given to a finite set of such evaluations Pð f0Þ; : : : ;
Pð fn2 1Þ is the sum of the losses for each evaluation. The Brier score is
one of the “measures of epistemic disutility” satisfying Joyce’s underly-
ing philosophical assumptions about epistemic scoring rules. We recall de
Finetti’s notion of coherence for the Brier score.

Definition 2 (Coherence2). LetW be a set of states, let X ⊆ RW be a collection
of bounded real-valued functions, and let P : X→R be a real-valued func-
tion. We say that P is coherent2 if there are no f0; : : : ; fn2 1 ∈ X , Fð f0Þ; : : : ;
Fð fn2 1Þ∈R, and ε > 0 such that for every w∈W:

o
i < n

ð fiðwÞ2Fð fiÞÞ2 1 ε<o
i < n

ð fiðwÞ2Pð fiÞÞ2:

Otherwise P is said to be incoherent2.

Much like above, observe that when each real-valued function from X is
simple, then P is coherent2 just in case there are no f0; : : : ; fn2 1 ∈ X and
Fð f0Þ; : : : ; Fð fn2 1Þ∈R such that for every w∈W:

o
i < n

ð fiðwÞ2Fð fiÞÞ2 <o
i < n

ð fiðwÞ2Pð fiÞÞ2:

Again, X may be an arbitrary class of bounded real-valued functions.
De Finetti has established the equivalence of coherence1 and coherence2.

In fact, he has shown the following theorem:

Theorem 1 (de Finetti 1974/1990). Let W be a set of states, let X ⊆RW be
a collection of bounded real-valued functions, and let P : X→R be a real-
valued function. Then the following statements are equivalent:
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i) P is coherent1.
ii) P is coherent2.

Th
ev

WHAT LANGUAGE DEPENDENCE PROBLEM? 567
iii) There exists a finitely additive probability p on W such that under the
expectation functional Ep under p, for every f ∈ X , Epð f Þ5Pð f Þ.

is result holds generally and so in particular for 0–1-valued quantities (i.e.,

ents). In addition, when X isfinite, consisting of, say, n bounded real-valued
functions f0; : : : ; fn2 1, it can be shown that if and only if F is incoherent2
(incoherent1), there is a coherent2 (coherent1) P such that oi < nð fiðwÞ2Pð fiÞÞ2
<oi < nð fiðwÞ2Fð fiÞÞ2 for every w∈W. Following Fitelson’s choice of ter-
minology, given P and F defined on X 5f f0; : : : ; fn2 1g, let us say that P
Brier dominates F if oi < nð fiðwÞ2Pð fiÞÞ2 <oi < nð fiðwÞ2Fð fiÞÞ2 for every
w∈W . Again, Fitelson, like Joyce, restricts his attention to a finite collection
of simple real-valued functions X (as mentioned in sec. 2, Joyce focuses in
particular on 0–1-valued quantities). For the sake of discussion, we do the
same.

We emphasize that when X consists of simple real-valued functions, both
coherence1 and coherence2, respectively formulated in terms of sums of
gambles or sums of losses, follow from the principle of simple dominance,
which states that if an option o1 dominates an option o2 in each state (i.e.,
o1ðwÞ> o2ðwÞ for each state w), then o2 is inadmissible for choice in any de-
cision problem in which o1 is feasible. In particular, regarding coherence2,
any function FBrier dominated by another function P is inadmissible when-
ever P is a feasible function. While perhaps formulated using different lan-
guage, we understand Joyce to subscribe to (at least) the principle of simple
dominance for the Brier score as well as any other scoring rule falling under
his theory. As such, when the Brier score is adopted as a scoring rule, coher-
ence2 follows.

4. A Clarification of Fitelson’s Claims. As indicated at the end of section
2, it is unclear what Fitelson means by his claim that (i) b′ Brier dominates b
“with respect to f and w” and his claim that (ii) b Brier dominates the coher-
ent measure b′ “with respect a and b.” The purpose of this section is to state
some elementary facts regarding Fitelson’s example and then to attempt to
explicate Fitelson’s claims. As mentioned in passing in the last section, do-
ing so will serve to support the interpretation of Fitelson’s theorem given in
the next section.

Fact 1. Let b; b′ : X→R be defined as in section 2. Then for every w∈W:

ðfðwÞ2 b′ðfÞÞ2 1 ðwðwÞ2 b′ðwÞÞ2 < ðfðwÞ2 bðfÞÞ2 1 ðwðwÞ2 bðwÞÞ2:
Hence, b is incoherent2.
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Fact 2. Let b; b′ : X→R be defined as in section 2. Then for every w∈W:
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ðaðwÞ2 bðaÞÞ2 1 ðbðwÞ2 bðbÞÞ2 < ðaðwÞ2 b′ðaÞÞ2 1 ðbðwÞ2 b′ðbÞÞ2:

Hence, b′ is incoherent2.

Thus, we see that both b and b′ are incoherent2.
Let us now turn to a clarification of Fitelson’s claims i and ii. Where

b′jff;wg : ff; wg→R is defined by setting b′jff;wg :¼ b′ðvÞ for every v ∈
ff; wg—that is, where b′jff;wg is the restriction of b′ to ff; wg—the state-
ment that b′ Brier dominates b with respect to f and w is given meaning in
fact 1. Similarly, where bjfa;bg : fa; bg→R is the restriction of b to fa; bg,
the statement that b Brier dominates b′ with respect to a and b is given
meaning in fact 2. We mention that it trivially follows from fact 2 that
b′jfa;bg is incoherent2.

We also have the following facts:

Fact 3. The restriction b′jff;wg is coherent2. That is, with respect to the collec-
tion Xf;w :¼ ff; wg, b′jff;wg is coherent2.
Fact 4. The restriction bjfa;bg is incoherent2. That is, with respect to the col-
lection Xa;b :¼ fa; bg, bjfa;bg is incoherent2.

Fact 3 gives meaning to Fitelson’s claim that b′ is coherent with respect to f
and w, while fact 4 explains Fitelson’s apparent recognition that b is incoher-
ent with respect to a and b. Yet whether we are considering X or Xa;b, Fitel-
son’s claim (2012, 172) that his example illustrates that b′ is a coherent func-
tion Brier dominated by the incoherent b is plainly false or meaningless, as
witnessed by the aforementioned facts.

5. The Theorem and Its Relevance to a Potential Problem of Language
Dependence. We now turn to Fitelson’s theorem and the (potential) lesson
he wishes to draw from it.

Theorem 2 (Fitelson 2012, 170–71). For any coherent function b′ that Brier
dominates S’s credence function b with respect to f and w, there exist quan-
tities a and b that are symmetrically interdefinable with respect to f and w,
via the following specific intertranslations:

a5
1

2
ðf 1 wÞ 1 1

16

�f 1 w

f2w

�
;

b5
1

2
ðf 1 wÞ2 1

16

�f 1 w

f2w

�
;
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1 1 �a 1 b�
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f5
2
ða 1 bÞ 1

16 a2b
;

w5
1

2
ða 1 bÞ2 1

16

�a 1 b

a2b

�
;

where b Brier dominates b′ with respect to a and b.

Fitelson believes it is “noteworthy that the true values ofa and b ‘behave like
truth values,’ in the sense that (1) the true value of a (b) inw1 (w2) is identical
to the true value of b (a) in w2 (w1), and (2) the values of a and b always sum
to one” (2012, 171–72). He continues, “Indeed, these transformations are
guaranteed to preserve coherence of all dominating b′’s, and the ‘truth vec-
tors’” (171).

The statement of the theorem is unclear, and at first sight it appears that Fi-
telson’s theorem contradicts de Finetti’s result (theorem 1). Unfortunately, Fi-
telson does not furnish a proof of the theorem for possible clarification, instead
pointing to a web address from which a Mathematica notebook containing
verifications of all formal claims in his essay is said to be available for down-
load. As of the writing of this article, the linked web address is broken.

In the absence of such assistance—yet in light of the discussion in the pre-
vious section—we take the above theorem to state something like, if b; b′ :
ff; wg→R are such that b′ is coherent and Brier dominates b (in Fitelson’s
language, b′Brier dominates bwith respect to f and w), then considering the
quantities a and b as above:

I. b and b′ can be extended to {f, w, a, b} by setting:

bðaÞ :¼ f 1ðbðfÞ; bðwÞÞ;
b′ðaÞ :¼ f 1ðb′ðfÞ; b′ðwÞÞ;

and

bðbÞ :¼ f 2ðbðfÞ; bðwÞÞ;
b′ðbÞ :¼ f 2ðb′ðfÞ; b′ðwÞÞ;

where, as in section 2:

f 1ðx; yÞ5 1

2
ðx 1 yÞ 1 1

16

x 1 y

x2 y
;

f 2ðx; yÞ5 1

2
ðx 1 yÞ2 1

16

x 1 y

x2 y
;
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and
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II. bjfa;bg Brier dominates b′jfa;bg (in Fitelson’s language, b Brier dom-
inates b′ with respect to a and b).

We claim that this, or a slight variation of it, is a charitable formulation of his
theorem. In I, for example, Fitelson might wish for us to consider the “trans-
formations” b and b′ defined on fa; bg in terms of the values assigned by b
and b′ tof andw rather than b and b′ defined on all of ff; w; a; bg. In either
case, the appropriate way to dispute our claim to a charitable formulation
would be to furnish an equally rigorous formulation that is more charitable.
Our remarks apply to either variation.

We note that Fitelson’s theorem is apparently intended to hold for f tak-
ing different values than w at each state and, depending on its precise formu-
lation, for b and b′ assigning distinct values to f and w. (Indeed, Fitelson’s
theorem is false if credence functions may take values outside of (0, 1).) As
illustrated by Fitelson’s example, while b′jff;wg may be coherent2, in general
bjfa;bg will not be coherent2. Furthermore, as Fitelson’s own example illus-
trates, the coherence of b′ is not preserved by the transformations (contrary
to his assertion; see the remarks at the end of the last section). While we do
not wish to dispute claims 1 and 2 after the statement of his theorem, we do
not know what Fitelson means by his claim that coherence is preserved. In
any case, the theorem is unsurprising, as it is well known that coherence is
not generally preserved by nonlinear transformations.

Having stated the theorem, Fitelson writes, “So while it is true that there
are some aspects of ‘the truth’with respect towhich S’s credence function b is
bound to be less accurate than (various) coherent b′’s, it also seems to be the
case that (for any such b′) there will be specifiable, symmetrically interdefin-
able aspects of ‘the truth’ on which the opposite is true (i.e., with respect to
which b′ is bound to be less accurate)” (2012, 171). Fitelson does not clarify
what “aspects” he has in mind. In any case, he concludes, “I think the present
phenomenon challenges us to get clearer on the precise content of the accu-
racy norm(s) that are applicable to (or constitutive of) the Joycean cognitive
act of ‘estimation of the (numerical) truth-value of a proposition’ ” (171).

Later Fitelson elaborates on this challenge. Using Fitelson’s notation,
where E ðx; yÞ5 hp; qi is understood to be the claim that agent S is commit-
ted to the values hp; qi as “estimates” of the quantities hx; yi, Fitelson thinks
that“weneedtoknow. . . theconditionsunderwhichthefollowingprinciple . . .
is acceptable, relative to Joyce’s notion of ‘estimation’ E:

(y) If E ðf; wÞ5 hp; qi, then Eða; bÞ5 f ðp; qÞ, where f is a symmet-
ric intertranslation function that maps values of hf; wi to/from values
of ha; bi” (2012, 173).
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That is, Fitelson explains, he would like to know which translations f are ac-
ceptable.He presumes that Joycewouldwant to reject the translation as given
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in the theorem, but he thinks “it is natural to ask preciselywhat grounds Joyce
might have for such a rejection” (174). Apparently Fitelson thinks that an-
swering the aforementioned question would go toward a promising and use-
ful response to his “reversal argument” (as he calls it): “I think the most
promising (and useful) response to the phenomenon is to argue (i) that there
are crucial disanalogies between ‘estimation’ (in Joyce’s sense) and ‘predic-
tion’ (in the sense presupposed by Popper and Miller), and (ii) these disanal-
ogies imply that my ‘reversal argument’ is presupposing something incorrect
regarding the norms appropriate to ‘estimation’” (172). Unfortunately, Fitel-
son does not present a clear argument indicating why such a response would
be promising or useful. Nor does he supply a clear argument showing that
Joyce must answer his general question about y. In the absence of such argu-
ments, we think that for Joyce it is sufficient to show why Fitelson’s theorem
and illustrative example fail to present a Milleresque problem for his theory;
hemay oblige Fitelsonwith a partial answer to his questions about y and i and
ii (or their subquestions) in the course of his response if doing so is expedient.
We propose to respond on Joyce’s behalf.

Consider a Joycean rational agent for whom the Brier score measures the
epistemic disutility of estimates of quantities.1 Among other things, such an
agent at least respects the principle of simple dominance for the Brier score.
Thus, in considering feasible functions b and b′ defined for f and w and the
quantities a and b defined in terms of f and w as in the statement of the the-
orem or the illustrative example, the agent would identify b as inadmissible
because it can be Brier dominated by a feasible function F. The agent would
also rule the extensions of b and b′ to {f, w, a, b} as given by the translation
in I as inadmissible since each can be Brier dominated by an alternative fea-
sible function F defined on {f, w, a, b}. Alternatively, in considering the
“jump” (i.e., transformations) from b and b′ defined on ff; wg to b and b′
defined on fa; bg by way of the translations in I, the agent would rule b and
b′ so defined on fa; bg as inadmissible on the basis of simple dominance
since each can be Brier dominated by an alternative feasible function F de-
fined on fa; bg. In either case, a Joycean rational agent has the resources to
evaluate the inadmissibility of various functions b* on the basis of simple
dominance, and the extensions/transformations of b and b′ are inadmissible.

In addition, although a and b as defined take values depending on f and
w (and vice versa), and although b and b′ as defined “reverse” the direction of

1. Our remarks here apply to other scoring rules, although, again, Joyce has not yet of-

fered an argument for probabilism more generally for, say, bounded real-valued quanti-
ties. For the sake of addressing Fitelson’s alleged potential problem, it suffices to frame
our discussion in terms of the Brier score, the focus of Fitelson’s essay; see sec. 2.
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Brier dominance when first considering f and w and then considering a and
b, no relevantMiller-Popper reversal has taken place since, by the above rea-
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soning, the rational agent is in no way committed to the transformations giv-
ing rise to the numerical evaluations b and b′ which lead to a “reversal.” By
contrast, we take the significance of the Miller-type transformations to de-
pend on the logico-mathematical commitments following from quantitative
theories being compared, where these commitments lead to genuine evalu-
ative reversals depending on which quantities are taken as more “basic” in
determining accuracy. For example, in the case of a Miller-type reversal, the
values of quantities h and y are entailed by hypotheses H1 and H2, and con-
sequently the values of the symmetrically interdefinable transforms h′ and y′
are also entailed by H1 and H2. Accordingly, depending on whether the pair
h and y or the pair h′ and y′ is taken asmore “basic,”H1 may be judged closer
to the truth than H2 is, and vice versa. In Fitelson’s illustrative example and
theorem, b and b′, the presumed analogues of H1 and H2 (recall Fitelson’s
suggestive term “entail” from sec. 2; see Fitelson 2012, 169–70), are such
that b′ Brier dominates b with respect to f and w, and b Brier dominates b′
with respect to a and b (again, using Fitelson’s language). But unlike a
Miller-type reversal, the values of b and b′ for a and b do not follow from
those of f and w. They follow if it is assumed that I holds, a premise to which
the agent is decidedly not committed. Of course, if the claim is that there is a
reversal when considering the restrictions of b and b′ to ff; wg and then to
fa; bg, clearly the Brier score has been misapplied in determining the (in)
accuracy of b and b′ on {f, w, a, b} since the evaluation of (in)accuracy is
to be applied at once to all quantities in {f, w, a, b} (and here neither is
more or less inaccurate than the other). In short, the relevant analogue after
the adverb “consequently” above is missing. The mere fact that the assumed
translations “reverse” the direction of dominance relations (or “epistemic
disutility”) does not show that the agent’s judgments are, or could, also be
relevantly reversed, depending on whether the agent is considering, on the
one hand, f and w, or on the other hand, a and b. And this is so in spite of
the translations having properties 1 and 2 mentioned above. The supposed
analogy with a Miller-type reversal does not stand to reason.

To oblige Fitelson, if indeed Eðf; wÞ5 hp; qi holds, on Joyce’s theory it
does not generally follow that Eða; bÞ5 f ðp; qÞ also holds—in particular
when these translated estimates can be dominated by a rival feasible func-
tion F. To the extent that an agent is committed to transformations f as in y,
the presupposition of Fitelson’s theorem—a particular such nonlinear trans-
formation as given in condition I—does not respect the principle of simple
dominance for the Brier score. In particular, if in fact a Joycean coherent
agent evaluates f and w according to b′, and b′ Brier dominates b with re-
spect to these quantities, it unequivocally does not follow that he is therefore
committed to evaluate b′ as defined for a and b, leading to a “reversal” of the
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sort Fitelson wants. Charitably understood, Joyce’s proposal supplies nor-
mative standards that conflict with an unbridled y.
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6. Concluding Remarks. As we have indicated, we believe that a charita-
ble understanding of Joyce’s work would recognize that his basic ideas can
be applied to quantities taking values in {0, 1} as well as any other values.
The Brier score satisfies his constraints on scoring rules for 0–1-valued
quantities, and given his predilection for the Brier score, we think that Joyce
would endorse suitably reformulated constraints on scoring rules for simple
or even, say, bounded real-valued functions admitting the Brier score as con-
sidered here and in Fitelson’s essay, leading to a more general argument for
probabilism with respect to which scoring rules respect the principle of sim-
ple dominance for simple real-valued quantities. As we have mentioned in
section 2, Joyce has confirmed that this understanding is correct. To be sure,
Joyce has hinted at such a possibility:

Graded beliefs help us estimate quantities of interest. These can be almost
anything: the fair price of a bet, the proportion of balls in an urn, the av-
As w
quan

n. 2.

3. Ind
far as
casts
result
prope
the ag
rule.
erage velocity of stars in a distant galaxy, the truth-value of a proposition,
the frequency of a disease in a population, and so on. Since the values of
such quantities often depend on unknown factors, we imagine the believer
being uncertain about whichmember of a given setw of total contingencies
(5 possible worlds) actually obtains, and we think of the quantity of inter-
est as a function, or ‘random variable,’ f that assigns each world W in w a
unique real number f ðW Þ. The objective in estimation is to come up with
an anticipated value f * for f that is, in some sense, the best possible given
the information at hand. . . . One can use a gradational, or closeness counts,
scale that assigns estimates higher degrees of accuracy the closer they are to
the actual value of quantity being estimated. (2005, 155)2

e have seen, in the special case of the Brier score for simple real-valued
tities, Joyce, simply on the basis of a respect for the principle of simple
dominance for the Brier score, can identify feasible functions b as incoher-
ent.3 The presupposed translations of Fitelson’s theorem and illustrative ex-

2. See Joyce (2009, 264) for his formulation of the laws of probability and the associated

See also 268–69 and the associated nn. 7 and 8.

eed, in this simple context, coherence2 respects the principle ofweak dominance inso-
an agent’s forecasts are coherent2 just in case no finite subcollection of the agent’s fore-
can beweakly dominated by a rival set of forecasts. This is an instance of amore general
proved by Predd et al. (2009, 4788), who established that given a continuous strictly
r scoring rule, an agent’s forecasts are coherent if and only if no finite subcollection of
ent’s forecasts can be weakly dominated by a rival set of forecasts under the scoring
Schervish, Seidenfeld, and Kadane (2009) extend the results of Predd et al. (2009).
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ample conflict with this requirement within Joyce’s theory, thereby un-
dermining Fitelson’s claim to challenging Joyce with a relevant problem of

574 ARTHUR PAUL PEDERSEN AND CLARK GLYMOUR
language dependence. If Fitelson’s portrayal of Joyce’s arguments does not
give proper place to the principle of simple dominancewithin his theory, then
we fail to see how Fitelson has charitably represented Joyce’s arguments.
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